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For Immediate Release:
National Office Furniture Introduces New Solutions Focused on Artistry and Functionality
JASPER, Ind., November 18, 2019 - National Office Furniture, a unit of Kimball International, Inc., introduces an
assortment of new products that further enhances their portfolio and ability to deliver essential solutions. These new
launches are design-driven and continue National’s dedication to merging workstyles with lifestyles by creating spaces
where people want to be. These introductions vary from space division and storage to boutique lounge and impromptu
seating, expanding on their ability to outfit ancillary, commercial, and vertical market focused spaces with welcoming
and functional solutions.
Lochlyn™ Storage and Shelving System
This innovative storage and shelf system provides a variety
of opportunities. Its metal frame design can be built to be
small in stature or grand in size, depending on the users'
needs and space. With the capacity to accept cubbies with
open top, open front, or pass through abilities, along with
trays and shelves, Lochyln creates spaces and places.

Hobsen™ Lounge Collection
Rich design consideration and exquisite craftsmanship
combine to create this boutique chair and coordinating
ottoman. The wooden, handcrafted arms feature an organic
curve that envelops the user. Stunning, exposed finger
joints featured on the sides and the back rival its gorgeous,
tailored front. Tapered legs accentuate Hobsen’s graceful
curves.

Idara™ Lounge Seating
From its elegant wood legs to its industrial steel bases,
Idara’s notable contours offer an eccentric mix of drama,
opulence, and relaxation. With mid and high back options,
its charming yet seductive arm composition and indulgent
wingback detail create a sense of acoustical privacy and a
visual retreat with its enveloping style.

Araldo™ Guest Seating
Featuring a beautiful and unexpected exposed plywood
edge, Araldo is an ideal side chair for multi-use spaces
that crave a bit of extra detail. The angular, tapered leg
design establishes a wall saver feature while the
horizontal space between the back and seat cushions
creates a clean out, making Araldo perfect for any
situation or space.

Weitz™ Impromptu Stool
Achieve any elevation from worksurface to bar height by
activating Weitz’s pneumatic height adjustment
mechanism for smooth vertical adjustability. Ideal for
locations that welcome sitting and standing, or for
environments that need active sitting solutions, its 360°
pivoting base encourages flexibility, allowing users to stay
engaged.

“This expansive launch further solidifies our dedication to providing top-notch craftsmanship and industry-leading
design,” said Vanessa Englert, National’s Director of Product. “By incorporating artistry with functionality, we are thrilled
to offer these unexpected solutions that are backed by our commitment to delivering relevant, high-quality solutions.”
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About National Office Furniture:
National Office Furniture, a brand unit of Kimball International, Inc. (NASDAQ: KBAL), is a Jasper, Indiana-based
manufacturer of high-quality office furnishings. Since 1980, National has built a reputation for excellence with stylish
furniture of exceptional value; a dedication to personalized service; product designs that reflect a passion for the user’s
comfort and productivity; and a commitment to environmental responsibility. National operates facilities in Santa Claus
and Jasper, IN; and Fordsville and Danville, KY. Corporate showrooms are located in Atlanta, GA, Boston, MA,
Chicago, IL, Dallas, TX, and Markham, ON. For more information about National and its products, visit
www.NationalOfficeFurniture.com.

